We present a simple and intuitive model for the syntax of ACP based on graph isomorphism. We prove an expressivity result, and use the model to determine the number of states of a process.
small unlabeled incoming arrow, the end state by a small unlabeled outgoing arrow. Note that this graph is not isomorphic to the graph of o. Fig. I b shows a process graph for a·a + a·a. Note that this graph is not isomorphic to the graph of a·a, so 9 + 9 ~ 9 does not hold for all process graphs.
Similarly, (a + b)·a is not isomorphic to a·a + b·a (if b '" a), so (g + h)·k ~ g·k + h·k does not hold in general. We do have the identity (g·h)·k ~ g·(h·k) for all graphs.
--0 a 0----0-- 5. Parallel composition. Let g,h E (j(A, K, A)bc given. Let a partial, commutative and associative function y: A X A -7 A be given, the communication fUllction. The set of states of 9 II h is the cartesian product of the states of 9 and the states of h. begin(g II h) = (begin(g), begin(h), end(g II h) = (end(g), end (h).
The transition relation is given by:
a. for each state 5 in g, and each transition I ". l' in h, there is a transition (5,1) ". (5,1') b. for each state I in h, and each transition S ". 5' in h, there is a transition (5,1) ". (5',1) c. for each pair of transitions (S,I)~' (5',1), (S,I)~' (5,1') such that y(a,b) is defined, say y(a,b) = C, there is a transition (5,1) "-. (5',1').
Note that a II b z a·b + b·a (if y(a,b) is undefined). However, a·a II b is not isomorphic to a·(a·b + b,a) + b,a,a (the fonner graph has 6 states, the latter 7).
6. Left merge. The graph of 9 IL h has the same states as the graph of 9 II h, and the same transitions except that the transitions (begin(g), begin(h) ~. (5, I) with I '" begin(h) are omitted.
7. Communication merge. The graph ofg I h has the same states as the graph ofgllh, and the same transitions except that the transitions (begin(g), begin(h)~' (5, I) with I = begin(h) or 5 = begin(g) are omitted.
8. Encapsulation. Let 9 E (j(A, K, A) be given, and let H <;; A. The graph of dH(g) has the same states as the graph of g, and the same transitions except that all transitions s ~~ s' with a E H are omitted.
9. Renaming. Let 9 E (j(A, K, A) be given, and let f: A -4 A be a given function. The graph of Pf(g) has the same states as the graph of g, the same begin and end, and each transition 5 ". 5' is replaced by a transition 5 f(~. 5'.
10. Conditional operator. Let 9 E (j(A, K, A) be given. The graph of true :---7 9 is the same as the graph of g, and the graph of false :-4 9 is obtained from the graph of 9 by removing all edges starting in the begin state. The ternary if .. fhen ... eise ... operator is defined by (b is a boolean):
It is more involved to define a conditional operator over a general boolean algebra (other than {Irue, false», as we did in [BAB92] . We sketch part of this in section 6.
11. Finite state operator. Let g E (j(A, K, A) be given, let 51 be a finite set, let act: A x 51 -4 A be a pmtial function, let eff: A x 51 -4 51 be a total function and let T E 51. The set of states of AT(g) is the the cartesian product (5(g) -{end(g))) x 51 together with the singleton {end(g)). begin(AT(9)) = (begin(g), T), end(AT(g)) = end(g).
The transition relation is given by:
a. Suppose 5".5' is a transition in g, I E 51 and aCI(a, I) is undefined. In this case, we do not have a transition.
b. Suppose 5 ~. 5' is a transition in g, 5' '" end(g), I E 51 and aCI(a, I) is defined. In this case, we have a transition (5,1) "-. (s',u), where b = aCI(a,l) and u = ell(a,I).
c. Suppose 5 ". end(g) is a transition in g, I E 51 and aCI(a, I) is defined. In this case, we have a transition (5,1) ~. end(g), wherc b = acI(a,I).
Graph isomorphism models for non interleaving process algebra 5 12. Priority operator. Let 9 E (j(A, K, A) be given, and let < be a given partial ordering on A. The set of states of 8dg) is the set of states of g, and the set of transitions is a subset of the set of transitions of g, given by:
S "-. s' is a transition in Bdg) if for all b> a we do not have a transition s ~ s" in g.
13.
Single exit iteration operator (sec [BEBP93a] ). We start by defining a ternary operator sei. Let g,h,k E (j(A, K, A) be given with disjoint state sets. The set of states of sei(g,h,k) is the set of states of g·k together with the set of the interior states of h. The begin state is begin(g), the end state is end(k). The transitions arc those of g·k, as given in 4, the transitions between interior states of h, and moreover:
b. a transition S a... link whenever there is a transition S "-. end(h) in h c. a transition link "-. s whenever there is a transition begin(h) "-. s in h.
Note that g·h = sei (g, 8, h) . MOI'cover, we dcfine:
2.4 DEFtNtTtON. Our model makes it possible to define a cardinality function on process graphs modulo isomorphism. Further, we can define the reverse of a process. Finally, we define an extra operator~, that limits a process to its set of reachable stales.
1. The cardinality of a process graph, Igl, is the cardinality of its set of states. We can compute:
a. Ig· hi = Igl + Ihl -1 b. Ig + hi = Igl + Ihl -2 c. Ig II hi = Igl x Ihl.
2. Reverse operator. If 9 E (j(A, K, A), then g-1 has the same set of states as g, begin(g-1) = end(g), end(g-1) = begin(g) and S ~ t is a transition in g-1 whenever t "--. s is a transition in g. Note that this operator commutes with all opcrators defined so far. It does not, however, commute with the following operator.
3. Reachability operator. Let a process graph 9 E (j(A, K, A) be given. We define its set of reachable states, reach(g) <;; 8(g) inductively:
a. begin(g) E reach(g) b. ifsE reach(g), and s "-. s' is a transition in g, then s' E reach(g). Now we define ~(g) as follows. Thc set of states of ~(g) is reach(g) u (end(g)), with same begin state and end state, and only the transitions between rcachable states. With the help of this reachability operator, wc can formulate new versions of well-known identities, for instance we have ~(ll·g) = 8 for all process graphs g.
2.5 THEOREM. The models (j(A, K, A) arc non-intcrleaving (in the sense of [BAB93] ).
PROOF: Consider the process a·a II b (a ct b, and y(a,b) is undefined). If we have an interleaving model, then this process should equal a·(a·b + b·a) + b·a·a. However, we found in 2.3.5 that this is not the casco
We conclude that the expansion theorem docs not hold in the models (j(A, K, A), and thus they are non-interleaving models.
BISIMULATION.
We look at the familiar notion of bisill1ulatioTl in the present setting. To this end, consider the following definition.
3.1 DEFINITION. We detine the t,ulliliar notion of bisimulation on process graphs. Let g,h E (j(A, K, A).
A relation R between states of 9 and states of h is called a hi.lill1l1/aliol1 if:
I. R(begin(g), begin(h)), R(end(g), end(h)) and a begin or end state is not related to another state;
2. if R(s, t) and S ~. s', then there is a t' such thai t ". t' and R(s', 1'); 3. if R(s, t) and t ". t', then there is a s' such that S ~. s' and R(s', t').
We say g,h are hi.limi/ar, 9 co h, if there is an bisimulation between 9 and h.
It is well-known that bisilllulation is an equivalence relation 011 process graphs. We can divide out this equivalence. and obtain the algebras (j(A, K, A)/t::!. Since hisimulation is also a congruence for all operators defined in section 2.3, we call define these operators on these algebras. We cannot, however, define the cardinality operator or the reverse operator any more. For the reachability operator, we have ~(g) !=! g, so this operator becomcs the identity on process graphs modulo bisimulation.
3.2 DEFINITION. Let a process graph 9 E (j(A, K, A) be given. We say states s,t of 9 are bisimulation equivalent, S i::Z t, iff there is an bisimulatioll R hetween 9 and 9 such that R(s, t).
It is obviolls that this defines an equivalence relation on states of g. We can divide out this equivalence relation, and obtain the reduced graph of g.
3.3 DEFINITION. Let a process graph 9 E (j(A, K, A) be given. The reduced graph of g, g/", has as states the set of equivalence classes of bisilllulatinn equivalent states of g, begin(g/!=l) = {begin(g)), end(g/!=!) = {end(g)) and s/!=! ' 1_. s'l co ill S~. s' . 
EXPRESSIVITY.
In this section, we prove an expressivity resull for the algebras G(A, ~o, ~o)/=='. We show that every finite process graph modulo isomorphism can be obtained from a single graph by lIsing alternative, 
Notc that this definition makes ycotlllllutative and associative. Notice that this definition amounts to a free communication function on the set B. This is similar to the approach we used in [BAB93] .
THE SEED PROCESS.
Let a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,k be distinct atoills from B. The seed process P is given in fig. 2 . This process has 4 states, and is maximally connected: every state except end has an olltgoing edge to every state except begin and every state except begin has an incoming edge from every state except end.
If Q is the same as process P except that the k-edgc is omitted, then we have P ~ Q + k. Note that a further decomposition of P using the operators of section 2 is not possible. 
additional atoms from B.
We will construct the graph G in several stages.
OBTAINING ENOUGH NODES.
First of all, we construct a graph G1 that has at least as many nodes as F, and is maximally connected.
Moreover, all edges of G1 have distinct labels. Take a number N ~ 1 such that 2N ~ IFI -2 (the number of internal nodes of F). Choose a set of distinct atoms {ak,j : 1 S k s 9, 1 S j S N} ~ B.
Define for each j the renaming Ij by: Moreover, all transitions have distincl lahels.
EXACT NUMBER OF NODES.
The second step is 10 rcduce G2 so that we obtain exactly the right number of nodes. Let .p be an injection from S(F) into S(G2) that respects begin and end. Such an injection exists by choice of N.
Let H3 contain all labels of edges of h2 that start from or end in a node outside the range of.p.
Put G3 = ~oOH3(G2). Then G3 has exactly IFI nodes and still has the fUl1her properties ofG2 above.
MULTtPLE STEPS.
Let M be the maxilllulll number of distinct edges between any pair of nodes in F. We will modify G3. Moreover, all transitions have distinct labels.
We have now constructed a graph into which F can be emhedded, after a suitahle relabeling of edges.
What rcmains now is to define this renaming. and trim away all superfluous edges.
NUMBER OF EDGES, LABELS or EDGES.

Now we define a renaming function f and an cncapsulation set H" as follows:
Take a pair of nodes (n,m) in G7. If either n = end(G7) or m = begin(G7), do nothing. Otherwise, there are M edges from n to m. say with labels d1, ... , dM.
Since <jl is a bijection between S(F) and S(G7). n = <jl(s), m = <jl(I) for certain nodes s,1 in F. 
S. ApPLICATION: COUNTING STATES.
The graph isomorphism model allows us to determine the number of states of a process. As an example, we consider the familiar Alternating Bit Protocol. We take the description of [BAW9Dj, and recast this in order to lise iteratioll operators instead of recursive equations. We remark that [BEBP93b] contains a description ancl verification of a simplified ABP (cluc to PARROW [PAR85] ), also using iteration instead of recursion.
We assume that we have a data set D. with IDI = n, that are to be transmitted from sender S to receiver R using unreliable channels K,L. B = {D,1}. The communication links are as shown in fig. 3 .
We use the standard communication function given by y(rk(x), Sk(X)) = Ck(X) (see [BA W90]). We have the following specifications. Baeten & J.A. Bergstra Following the definitions in section 2, we find that K has 12n + 3 states, and L has 15 states. The graph of L is shown in fig. 4 . The labels in the second part are the same as those in the first part, and are omitted. The graph of K is similar, except that the branching in the begin state and the middle state is of size 2n.
FtGURE 4. Acknowledgement .channel L.
FtCiURE 5. Reduced graph of L.
We can divide out bisilllulatiotl equivalence, and then the states in the second part of the graph are cancelled. We show the reduced graph of L in fig. 5 . We find in this case that K has 6n + 3 states, and L 9. If we want to define these reduced processes in ollr syntax, it is not sufficient to lise the operators of section 2, but have to follow in essence the construction of section 4.
To sketch this in case of L, we take three copies of the seed process P, with sets of atoms a1 , ... ,ag resp. b1 , ... ,bg resp. C1 , ... ,Cg, take the parallel composition, encapsulate all actions except the following 12 ternary communications, apply the following renaming and lastly apply the reachability operator.
rename the communication of a1, b2 and C2 and of as, b4 and C5 into r5 (1) • rename the commllllic<1tion of a2, b2 and C1 and of a5, b4 and Cs into r5(O)
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• rename the communication of a3, b6 and C5, of a3, b5 and C6, of a5, b6 and C3 and of a6, b6
and C3 into i rename the communication of a4, b3 and C5 into s6(1)
• rename the communication of a4, b3 and C4 into S6(0)
• rename the communication of a4, b6 and C4 and of a5, b3 and C4 into S6(~).
It is obvious that this definition of L clocs not add to our understanding of the process. We will omit slIch descriptions with a minimalnumbcr of states in the sequcl.
We conclude that the number of states of a process depends very much on the specification of the process in the syntax, and that the simplest ancimost intuitivc notation usually does not have a minimal number of states.
5.2 SENDER. 5 = (50·51) * 8 5b = L r1 (d) . sei(s2(db), (r6(1-b)+r6CL))'S2(db), r6(b)) dED for b = 0,1.
We find that each 5b has 3n + 2 states, and 5 has 12n + 5 states. The sender will have even more states if we do not lise the ternary sei operator, but inste"lci the binary iteration operators. The graph of 5 is shown in tig. 6, in case D = {a, 1}. Again, the labels in the second part are the same as in the first part, and are omitted. Dividing out bisimulation equivalence, we get that each 5b has 2n + 2 states, and S has 4n + 4. We show the reduced graph of S in fig. 7 . FtGURE 6. Graph of 5, for D = {a, 1}. We find that each Rb has 2n + 6 states, and R has Bn + 20 states. Dividing out bisimulation equivalence, we get that each Rb has n + 5 statcs, and R has 2n + 9. We show the graph of R in fig.   8 , in case 0 ::: {D, 1}, with the same conventions as above, and the reduced graph in fig. 9 . Thus, if a parallel composition of processes yields a process that is really sequential (i.e. in all states there is only one possibility to proceed, either an autonomous step of one component, or a synchronisation between two components), we can use these identities to calculate the state graph. In the following, we present the results for the Alternating Bil Protocol. 
NUMBER
CONDITIONS.
We can redo the theory of the previous sections in case we have conditions over a general boolean algebra. We use the theory developed in [B;\]392], and just mention a few key items, glossing over many details.
C6(1 )
C5 ( 1) Let Ja be a boolean algebra, with constants true, false and operators v, 1\, ~ We lise letters <p, \If to range over IE. A valuation is a homomorphism from:ra into {true, false}. For each process x, there is a process <t> :~ X (if <», then x). We rederine the model or process graphs, in order to take conditions on edges into account.
PROCESS GRAPHS OVER A BOOLEAN ALGEBRA.
Before, we had that a process graph is a quadruple (8, -', begin, end) with --> (;; 8 x A x 8, or, equivalently, the transition relation is a mapping from 8 x A x 8 into {true, false}. Over a general boolean algebra l8l, the transition relation is a mapping from 8 x A x 8 into l8l, and thus (s ~ t) E l8l.
The conditions on the transition relation are reformulated as follows:
• for all valuations V, states s I{t E 8: 3a E A vIs ". t) = true}l < 1-..,
• \1s E 8 \1a E A (s ~ begin(g)) = false, a • \1s E 8 \1a E A (end(g) -. s) = false.
Isomorphism between two graphs g,h is now defined as expected. A bijection F between states of 9 and states of h is called an isomorphism if:
Again, g,h are isotnOrl)hic, 9 ::::: h, if there is an isolllorphism between 9 and h. Let a process graph 9 E (j(A, K, 1-..) be given. As in 2.4.3, we define its set of reachable states, reach(g) (;; 8(g) inductively:
a. begin(g) E reach(g) b. if s E reach(g), and there is a vaillation v and an action a such that vIS ~ S') = true, then s' E reach(g).
Again, ~(g) is obtained from 9 by reslriction to the set of reachable states.
BISIMUloATION.
Conditions 2 and 3 of the definition of bisimulation in 3.1 must be reformulated as follows (cf.
[BAB92], section 8.2): 2'. if R(s, t) and V is a valuation such that vIs ~ s') = true, then there is a l' such that v(t~. t') = true and R(s', t'); 3'. if R(s, t) and v is a valuation sllch thai v(t ~. t') = true, then there is a s' such that vIs ~. s') = true and R(s', t'). 6.6 EXPRESSIVITY.
We can still obtain an analogue of the expressivilY result of section 4 in the present setting. Basically. the steps in 4.4, 4.5 remain the same, giving the required number of nodes, with exactly one transition between each pair (with first componenl nol end, second component not begin). Next. we do not proceed as in 4.6. but instead. handle each node pair separately. Let (n.m) be a node pair. Since <I> is a bijection. we can take certain nodes 5.1 in F with n = <1>(5), m = <1>(1). In case all transitions between s and I in F have condition false. do nothing. Otherwise there are K ~ 1 edges between sand t in g. with conditions <1>1 ..... <l>K different from false. Take fresh atomic actions bo, b1, ... , bK in B.
We now consider two different cases. First, the case where n = s = begin or m = I = end. In this case, we know that a transition under consideration can be executed at most once. In this case, we can put Gs = SOdH(G3 II (<1>1 :~b1 + ... + <l>k:~bk)). where the encapsulation enforces a communication between the edge between nand m in G3 and onc of the bj. This replaces the step in 4.6. Next. we proceed by a renaming as in 4.7.
Otherwise, the transition under consideration can be executed several times, and we have to use an iteration construct. We also need a termination clause. We lake in this case Gs = sodH(G3 II (h~b1 + ... + <l>k:~bkrbo).
where bo will synchronize with each termination step (again enforced by encapsulation).
CONCLUSION,
We have presented a simple and intuitive model for the syntax of ACP. This model is non-interleaving.
We can use this model to calculate the number of states of a process. We found that this number of states depends very much on the representation of a process in the syntax. The most intuitive representation usually does not yield the minimal number of states. We have presented an expressivity result, that shows that every finite state graph in the model can be expressed in our syntax, starting from one seed process.
